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Abstract

The purpose of the study is to introduce a new class of continuous function among the nano product
topology and study the behaviour of these functions. We characterise the properties of the new function.The
impact of nano projection mapping between nano product topology is also considered.
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1  Introduction

Functions are means to link or connect two universes of same type or of different type. Lellis Thivagar
et al.1 introduced nano topological space with respect to a subset X of an finite universe which is defined
interms of lower and upper approximations of X. He also intoduce nano continuous functions, nano pre
continuous functions.Here we define nano continuous functions between the product of nano topological
spaces and study their behaviour.

2  Preliminaries
Definition 2.1 4 : Let u be a non-empty finite set of objects called the universe and R be an equivalance

relation on u named as the indiscernibility relation. Elements belonging to the same equivalance class are said
to indiscernible with one another. The pair (u,R) is said to be the approximation space.
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(i) The lower approximation of X with respect to R is the set of all objects, which can be for certain classified

as X with respect to R and it is denoted by )(XLR . That is )(XLR  = })(:)({ XxRxR   where
R(x) denotes the equivalence class determined by x.

(ii) The upper approximation of  X with respect to R is the set of all objects, which can be possibly classified

as X with respect to R and it is denoted by )(XU R . That is )(XU R  = })(:)({  XxRxR
(iii) The boundary region of X with respect to R is the set of all objects which can be classified neither as X nor

as not-X with respect to R and it is denoted by )(XBR . That is )(XBR  = )()( XLXU RR  .

Definition 2.24 : Let u be the universe, R be an equivalance relation on u and {=)(XR u,

)(),(),(, XBXUXL RRR } where X   u. Then )(XR  satisfies the following axioms

(i) u and )(XR .

(ii) The union of the elements of any subcollection of )(XR  is in )(XR .

(iii) The intersection of the elements of any finite subcollection of )(XR  is in )(XR .

That is )(XR  is a topology on  u  called the nanotopology on u  with repect to X. We call (u, )(XR ) as

the nano topological space. The elements of )(xR  are called as nano open sets.

Definition 2.34 : If (u, )(XR ) is a nano topological space with respect to X where X   u and if AA

  u, then the nano interior of A is defined as the union of all nano-open subsets of A and it is denoted by
Nint(A). That is Nint(A) is the largest nano-open subset of A. The nano closure of A is defined as the intersection
of all nanoclosed sets containing A and it is denoted by Ncl(A). That is Ncl(A) is the smallest nano closed set
containing A.

Definition 2.4 Let u be a nonempty finite universe and X   u
(NT1) If )(XLR =   and )(XU R   u then )(XR  = {u, )}(, XU R

(NT2) If )(XLR = )(XU R  = X then the nano topology )(XR  = {u, )}(, XLR

(NT3) If )(XLR  and )(XU R = u then )(XR  = {u, )}(),(, XBXL RR

(NT4) If )()( XUXL RR   where )(XLR  and )(XU R u  then )(XR ={u, ),(),(, XUXL RR

)}(XBR  is the discrete nano topology on u
(NT5) If )(XLR =   and )(XU R  = u then )(XR  = {u, }  the indiscrete nano topology on u

Definition 2.5 : Let (u1, )(
1

XR ) and (u2, )(
2

YR ) are two nano topological spaces then the nano

topology R  for the product u1u2=u  is called the nano product topology for u1u2 and in this case the

topological space (u, ))(XR  is called the product space of nano topological spaces (u1, )(
1

XR ) and

(u2, )(
2

YR )

Definition 2.6 : Let (u1, )(
1

XR ) and (u2, )(
2

YR ) are two nano topological spaces. u1/R1   u2/
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R2 is a partition of u1u2. Suppose XY   u1 u2 then the lower, upper and boundary approximations of
XY are defined as

)( YXLR   = }),(:),({
),(

YXyxRyxR
YXyx






)( YXU R   = }),(:),({
),(




YXyxRyxR
YXyx



)( YXBR   = )()( YXLYXU RR 

Definition 2.7 : Let (u1, )(
1

XR ) and (u2, )(
2

YR ) are two nano topological spaces.

u1/R1u2/R2 is a partition of u1 u2. Suppose XY  u1 u2 then

)( YXR  ={u1 u2 )}(),(),(,,2 YXBYXUYXL RRR   satisfies the following aixoms

(i) u1 u2 and )( YXR   .

(ii) The union of the elements of any subcollection of )( YXR   is in )( YXR  .

(iii) The intersection of the elements of any finite subcollection of )( YXR   is in )( YXR  .

That is )( YXR   is a topology on u1 u2 called the nano product topology on u1 u2 with repect to

YX  . We call (u1 u2, )( YXR  ) as the nano product topological space.

Definition 2.84:  Let (u, )(XR )and (v, )(YR )be nano topological spaces. Then the mapping

f:(u, )(XR ) (v, )(YR ) is nano continuous on u if the inverse image of every nano open set in v is nano

open in u.

3  Nano Continuity in Nano Product Space  :

Definition 3.1 Let (u1 u2, )( BAR  ) and (v1 v2, )( DCR  ) are the nano product topological

spaces with respect to BA  and DC . The function f:(u1 u2, )( BAR  )   (v1 v2, )( DCR  )

is said to be nano continuous if the inverse image of every nano open set in v1 v2 is nano open in  u1 u2

Example 3.2 Let u1 },,{= cba  with  u1/R1 }}{},{},{{=1 cba .

Let u2 {1,2,3,4}=2  with  u2/R2 {2,3}}{{1,4},= .

u1/R1 u2/R2 = ,3)}},2)({(,4)},(,1),{(,3)},(,2),{(,4)},(,1),{(,3)},(,2),{(,4)},(,1),{{( ccccbbbbaaaa

is a partition of u1 u2. Suppose BA = ,4)}(,3),(,1),{( aaa  then

)( BAR   = {u1 u2 ,3))}}(,2),{(,4)},(,3),(,2),(,1),{(,4)},(,1),{(,, aaaaaaaa

Let v1 },,{= nml  with  v1/R1 }},{},{{= nml .

Let v2 },{= yx  with  2/R2 }}{},{{= yx .



v1/R1v2/R2 = )}},(),,{()},,(),,{()},,{()},,{{( ynymxnxmylxl  is a partition of v1v2.

Suppose DC = )},(),,(),,{( ymylxl  then )( DCR   = {v1v2 ),,)(,(),,{()},,(),,{(,, ymylxlylxl

)}},(),,{()},,( ynymyn .  Define the function f as f(a,1)=(l,x);f(a,2)=(m,y);f(a,3)=(n,y);

f(a,4)=(l,y); f(b,1)=f(b,2)= f(b,3)=f(b,4)=(m,x); f(c,1)=f(c,2)=f(c,3)=f(a,4)=(n,x). The open set of v1v2

are v1v2, , )},(),,{( ylxl , )},(),,)(,(),,{( ynymylxl  and ),(),,{( ynym . The inverse image of these

open sets are )},(),,{(1 ylxlf  = ,4)}(,1),{( aa  ; )},(),,{(1 ynymf  = ,3)}(,2),{( aa ; ),,{(1)( xlf 

)},(),,)(,( ynymyl  = ,4)}(,3),(,2),(,1),{( aaaa ; )(1 f =  and f -1{u1u2} = v1v2.  Inverse

image of the open sets are open in u1 u2. Therefore the function in continuous.

Theorem 3.3 : A function f:(u1 u2, )( BAR  )   (v1v2, )( DCR  ) is nano continuous if and

only if the inverse image of every nano closed set in v1v2 is nano closed in u1 u2

Proof : Let f be nano continuous and G  be a nano closed set in v1v2. Then (v1v2) G  is a nano

open set in v1v2. Since f is nano continuous 1f  (12) G  is nano open in u1 u2. That is u1 u2 -

))(( 1 Gf   is nano open in u1 u2. Therefore 1f  (G) is nano closed in u1 u2. Thus inverse image of

every nano closed set in v1v2 is nano closed in u1 u2. Conversely, let inverse image of every nano closed

set is nano closed. Let F be a nano open set in v1v2 then (v1v2) F  is nano closed in v1v2. Then

1f  (v1v2F) is nano closed in u1 u2, that is u1 u2 )(1 Ff   is nano closed in u1 u2.  Hence

)(1 Ff   is nano open in u1 u2. Thus f is nano continuous.

Theorem 3.4 : A function f:(u1 u2, )( BAR  )   (v1v2, )( DCR  ) is nano continuous if and

only if  f (Ncl(H))   N ))(( Hfcl  for every subset H  of u1 u2.

Proof : Let f be nano continuous and H    u1 u2 then f( H )   v1  v2. Since f is nano

continuous and N )(Hclf  is nano closed in v1  v2,  f 1 (N ( fclN (H))) is nano closed in v1  v2. Since

)(Hf    N ))(( HfclN , )(H     f 1(N ))(( Hfcl .  Since N )(Hcl  is the smallest nano closed set

containing H , we get  f (Ncl(H))   N ))(( HfclN . conversely let  f (Ncl(H))   N ))(( HfclN  for every

subset H  of u1 u2. Let G is nano closed in v1  v2. Since )(1 Gf     u1 u2, f (N )))(( 1 Gfcl   

N ))((( 1 Gffcl N  = N )(Gcl . That is N ))(( 1 Gfcl N    f 1(N ))((GclN  = )(1 Gf  , since G is nano closed.

Thus N ))(( 1 Gfcl N    )(1 Gf  , but )(1 Gf     N ))(( 1 Gfcl  . Therefore N ))(( 1 Gfcl N  = )(1 Gf  .

Hence )(1 Gf   is nano closed in u1 u2 for every nano closed set G in v1  v2. Thus f is nano continuous.

  Theorem 3.5 :  A function  f:(u1 u2, )( BAR  )   (v1  v2, )( DCR  ) is nano continuous if
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and only if N ))(( 1 Gfcl N    f 1(N ))(GclN  for every subset G  of v1v2.

Proof : Let f be nano continuous and G   v1v2 then N ))(GclN  is a nano closed set in v1v2.

Therefore  f 1(N ))(GclN  is nano closed in u1 u2. Hence N ([ 1fclN  N ))](Gcl  = f 1(N ))(GclN . Since G

  N )(GclN ,  )(1 Gf   (1f  N ))(GclN .  Therefore N ))(( 1 Gfcl N N (( 1fcl NN  N )))(GclN = f1

(N ))(Gcl . Hence N ))(( 1 Gfcl   f1(N ))(Gcl . Conversely, let N ))(( 1 Gfcl    f 1(N ))(Gcl   for

every G  of  v1v2. If G  is nano closed in v1v2, then N )(Gcl  = )(G . By our assumption N ))(( 1 Gfcl 

   f 1(N ))(GclN  = )(1 Gf  . Since )( 1
1 Gf     N )(( 1

1 Gfcl  . Therefore N ))(( 1 Gfcl N  = )(1 Gf   .

That is )(1 Gf   is nano closed in u1 u2 for every nano closed set G  of v1v2. Therefore f is nano
continuous.

Theorem 3.6 : A function  f:(u1 u2, )( BAR  )   (v1v2, )( DCR  ) is nano continuous if

and only if  f 1(N ))(GintN    N )(( 1 Gfint N  for every subset G  of v1v2.

Proof : Let f be nano continuous and G    v1v2 then N ))(Gint  is nano open in v1v2. Therefore

f 1(N ))( 1GintN  is nano open in u1 u2. Hence N ([ 1fint NN  N ))]( 1GintN  =  f 1(N ))(Gint . Since N )(Gint

  G ,  f 1(N ))(GintN    )(1 Gf  . Therefore N ([ 1fint  N ))](Gint    N )(( 1 Gfint  . Hence

f 1(N ))(GintN    N ))(( 1 Gfint N . Conversely, let  f 1(N ))(GintN    N ))(( 1 Gfint   for every subset

G  of v1v2. If G  is open in v1v2 then N )(GintN  = )(G  and also )(1)( vintf N    N ))(( 1 Gfint N .

That is )(1 Gf     N ))(( 1 Gfint  . Thus )(1 Gf   is nano open in u1 u2 for every subset G  of v1v2.

Theorem 3.7 : Let (u1 u2, )( BAR  ) and (v1v2, )( DCR  ) are the nano product topological

space with respect to BA  and DC  then for  any function f:(u1 u2, )( BAR  ) 

(v1v2, )( DCR  )  the following are equivalent
(i) f is nano continuous
(ii) The inverse image of every nano closed set in v1v2 is nano closed in u1 u2

(iii) f (N ))(HclN    N ))(( Hfcl  for every subset H  of u1 u2.

(iv) f -1(N ))(HintN    N ))(( 1 Gfint N  for every subset G  of v1v2.

4  Nano Homeomorphism in Nano Product  Space :
Here we introduce the notion of a topological mapping between two topological spaces u1 u2 and

v1v2 and the properties are discussed.

Definition 4.1 Let (u1 u2, )( BAR  ), (v1v2, )( DCR  ) are the nano product topological
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space with respect to BA  and DC .The function f:(u1 u2, )( BAR  )   (v1v2, )( DCR  ) is
said to be nano homeomorphism if
(i) f is 1-1 and onto
(ii)  f is nano-continuous
(iii) f is nano-open

Example 4.2 Let u1 },,{=1 cba  with u1 }},{},{{=/ 11 cbaR .

Let u2 {1,2,3}=  with u2 {3}}{{1,2},=/ 2R .

u1/R1u2/R2 = ,3)}},3)({(,2)},(,1),(,2),(,1),{(,3)},{((,2)},(,1),{{( cbccbbaaa  is a partition of

u1 u2. Suppose BA = ,1)}(,2),(,1),{( baa  then

)( BAR   = {u1u2 ,1),(,2),(,1),{(,2)},(,1),(,2),(,1),(,2),(,1),{(,2)},(,1),{(,, cbbccbbaaaa

,2)}}(,1), c

Let v1 },,{=1 zyx  with 1/R1 }},{},{{=1 zyx . Let v2 },,{= nml  with v2/R2 }}{},,{{= nml .

v1/R1u2/R2  = )}},(),,{()},,(),,(),,(),,{()},,{()},,(),,{{( nznymzlzmylynxmxlx  is a partition

of v1v2. Suppose DC = )},(),,(),,{( lymxlx  then

)( DCR   = {v1v2 ),,(),,{()},,(),,(),,(),,(),,(),,{()},,(),,{(,, mylymzlzmylymxlxmxlx

)}},(),,( mzlz . Define the function f as f(a,1)=(x,l);f(a,2)=(x,m); f(a,3)=(x,n); f(b,1)=(y,l);f(b,2)=(y,m)
f(b,3)=(y,n); f(c,1)=(z,l);f(c,2)=(z,m);f(c,3)=(z,n). The function is a homeomorphism.

Theorem 4.3 Let f:(u1 u2, )( BAR  )   (v1v2, )( DCR  ) be a 1-1 and onto function. The
function f is a nano homeomorphism if and only if f is nano closed and nano continuous.

Proof : Let f be a nano homeomorphism. Then f is nano continuous. Let H be nano closed subset of

(u1 u2, )( BAR  ). Then (u1u2 )H  is nano open in u1 u2. Since the functio f is nano open

f(u1 u2 )H  is nano open in v1v2. That is v1v2 - f(H) is nano-open in v1v2, Hence f(H) is nano closed

in v1v2. Therefore f is nano-closed. Conversly, suppose f is nano-closed and nano-continuous. Let G be a

nano-open set in u1 u2. Then (u1 u2 )G  is nano closed in u1 u2. Since f is nano-closed, f(u1

u2 )G  = v1v2 )(Gf  and it is closed in v1v2. Therefore f(G) is nano-open in v1v2. Thus f is nano-
open and hence f is a nano homeomorphism.

Theorem 4.4 Let f:(u1 u2, )( BAR  )   (v1v2, )( DCR  ) be a 1-1 and onto function. The

function f is a nano homeomorphism if and only if f (N ))(Acl  = N )]([ AfclN  for every subset A of u1 u2.

Proof : Suppose f  is a nano homeomorphism then f  is nano continuous and nano closed. Since f
is nao continuous, f (N ))(Acl    N )]([ Afcl  for A A   u1 u2. Since f  is nano closed and N )(Acl  is

nano closed, f (N ))(Acl  is nano closed in v1v2. Hence we get N )))((( Aclfcl NN  = f (N ))(Acl . Since

AN )(AclN , ()( fAf N N ))(Acl  and hence N ))(( Afcl  N ([ fcl NN ))](Acl  = f (N ))(Acl . Therefore
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N ))(( Afcl    f (N ))(Acl . Hence  f (N ))(Acl  = N )]([ AfclN . Conversely, suppose f (N ))(AclN  =

N )]([ Afcl  for every subset A of u1 u2, then f  is nano continuous. If A is a nano closed set in u1 u2,

N )(Acl  = A  which gives f (N ))(AclN  = )(Af . Hence N ))(( Afcl  = )(Af .  Therefore )(Af  is nano

closed in v1v2, forevery A nano closed set in u1 u2.  Therefore f  is nano closed and nano continuous,
hence f  is a nano homeomorphism.

5. Projection mapping in Nano product Space :
In this section we discuss the method of finding Nano quotient topology using nano projection

mapping.

Definition 5.1 :  Let (u1 u2, )( YXR  ) be a nano product topological space. The mapping p  :

u1 u2   (u1 u2)/r where r is an equivalance relation on u1 u2 defined by ),( yxp = ),( yxr  for all

(x,y) u1 u2 is called nano projection of  u1 u2 onto (u1 u2)/r.  Since each (x,y)  u1 u2 belongs
to exactly one equivalence class, p  is well defined and surjective.

Let )( p  ={G(u1u2)/r : )}()(1 YXGp R   . )( p  is a nano topology on (u1 u2)/r and it is
called as nano quotient topology.

Example 5.2 Let  u1 },,{= cba  with u1/R1 }}{},{},{{= cba .

Let u2 {1,2,3}=  with u2/R2 {2,3}}{{1},= .

u1/R1u2/R2 = ,3)}},2)({(,1)},{(,3)},(,2),{(,1)},{(,3)},(,2),{(,1)},{{( cccbbbaaa  is a partition

of u1u2. Suppose BA = ,2)}(,2),{( ba  then

)( BAR   =  {u1 u2 ,3)}}(,2),(,3),(,2),{(,, bbaa . Let r be an equivalence relation on u1 u2 and

(u1 u2)/r = ,3)}},2)((,3),(,2),{(,1)}},(,1),{(,3)},(,2),{(,1)},{{( ccbbcbaaa .

Let p : (u1u2)(u1u2)/r  as p((a,1))= =,2))((,1)};{( apa  {(a,2),(a,3)} =,1))((,3);(= bpap
{(b,1),(c,1)}= p(c,1); p((b,2))= p((b,3))= ,3)},2)((,3),(,2),{( ccbb =p((c,2))=p((c,3)) then )( p =

{u1 u2 },
Remark 5.3 :
1. If the equivalance relations R and r are equal then the nano topology defined on u1u2 and p  are one at

the same.
2. If the equivalance relations R and r are different then )( p    )( YXR 
3. In general the cannonical projection p is continuous and surjective but in nano topology it is surjective, not

continuous.
4. If the equivalance relations R and r are equal then p is continuous.

Theorem 5.4 (Quotient mapping theorem in Nano product space)

Let (u1u2, )( BAR  ), (v1v2, )( DCR  ) be nano product topological spaces. If f  :
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(u1u2, ))( BAR     (v1v2, )( DCR  ) is continuous and relation preserving then the function *f  :

(u1u2)/R   (v1v2)/R' defined as ]),[(* yxRf = ]),[( * yxfR  is continuous.

Proof : The projection mappings :p  u1u2   (u1u2)/R  and :*p  v1v2    (v1v2)/R' are

continuous. Since ** ,,, ppff  are surjective, we have pf *  = fp * . Since *p  and f  are continuous

fp *  is continuous. Therefore pf *  is also continuous. Hence *f  is continuous.

Conclusion

Here we introduced the nano continuous mapping, nano homeomorphism, nano projection mapping in
nano product topology and discussed their properties. This can be further extended to introduce some weak
nano continuous functions and the real life application.
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